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Abstract

This paper presents virtual asymmetric multiprocessor, a

new scheme of virtual desktop scheduling on multi-core

processors for user-interactive performance. The proposed

scheme enables virtual CPUs to be dynamically performance-

asymmetric based on their hosted workloads. To enhance

user experience on consolidated desktops, our scheme pro-

vides interactive workloads with fast virtual CPUs, which

have more computing power than those hosting background

workloads in the same virtual machine. To this end, we

devise a hypervisor extension that transparently classifies

background tasks from potentially interactive workloads. In

addition, we introduce a guest extension that manipulates

the scheduling policy of an operating system in favor of our

hypervisor-level scheme so that interactive performance can

be further improved. Our evaluation shows that the proposed

scheme significantly improves interactive performance of

application launch, Web browsing, and video playback ap-

plications when CPU-intensive workloads highly disturb the

interactive workloads.

1. Introduction

Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) [1, 2, 35] has drawn at-

tention as a type of virtualized environments where individ-

ual desktops are consolidated in a server farm. The desktop

consolidation is particularly appealing in organizations that

manage personal desktops for a large number of their mem-

bers or employees. By locating desktops as virtual machines

(VMs) in a centralized data center, those organizations are

capable of managing considerable desktop machines flexi-

bly and securely. In addition, high density of desktop con-

solidation can lead to significant cost savings due to efficient
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resource utilization. Case studies about the real-world adop-

tions of VMware VDI show that virtual desktops are suc-

cessfully deployed with the consolidation ratio of 15:1 or

greater [35].

VDI hypervisors, however, provide limited support for

consolidated desktops with respect to interactive perfor-

mance, which is crucial for desktop user experience. For

interactive performance, user-interactive workloads can be

prioritized with larger CPU bandwidth and dispatch prefer-

ence over background ones in a user’s desktop VM. Most

hypervisors shift the discretion of preferentially schedul-

ing interactive workloads to guest operating systems (OSes)

while themselves fulfilling workload-oblivious CPU provi-

sioning. Hence, existing hypervisors provide a VM with vir-

tual symmetric multiprocessor (vSMP) whose virtual CPUs

(vCPUs) have identical computing bandwidth (i.e., CPU

shares) as general workload containers. Since vSMP does

not differentiate a VM’s vCPUs regardless of their hosted

workloads, an interactive workload running on a vCPU can-

not benefit from any scheduling preference over background

ones on the other vCPUs. In highly consolidated desktops,

vSMP could restrict the performance of interactive work-

loads whose hosting vCPUs compete with those of other

VMs for limited physical CPUs (pCPUs).

In this paper, we propose virtual asymmetric multipro-

cessor (vAMP), which is capable of dynamically adjusting

the computing capacity of vCPUs in order to surmount the

limitation of vSMP regarding interactive performance. The

vAMP enables CPU shares allocated to a VM to be asym-

metrically distributed to the vCPUs that belong to the VM.

Since the asymmetric provisioning of CPU shares is allowed

only within per-VM share budget, CPU fairness is preserved

between independent VMs. By means of vAMP, we pro-

pose a VDI-friendly scheduling scheme that allows inter-

active workloads to run on faster vCPUs, which are given

scheduling preference with larger CPU shares on contended

pCPUs, than those hosting background workloads. To this

end, we introduce a hypervisor extension that requests the

hypervisor scheduler to allocate more CPU shares to vCPUs

that host interactive workloads based on the estimation of

workload characteristics.
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The primary role of our hypervisor extension is to in-

fer which vCPUs are involved in user-interactive workloads.

Accurately identifying interactive workloads, however, is

challenging in the hypervisor layer, which can access only

a small set of hardware interactions (e.g., I/O operations

and privileged instructions). Considering this challenge, we

devise background workload identification on the basis of

user I/O and per-task CPU loads rather than tracking inter-

active tasks. By using hypervisor-level task tracking [16],

this scheme detects a set of tasks that have been generating

nontrivial CPU loads before a user I/O event as background

tasks. In this manner, non-background tasks are regarded

as potentially interactive workloads. In addition, our hyper-

visor extension excludes CPU-intensive multimedia work-

loads such as video playback from background workloads

by monitoring audio-generating tasks. To be more practi-

cal, multimedia tasks that indirectly generate audio output

through server/client-based sound systems [27] can be also

filtered by tracking remote wake-up recognized as an inter-

processor interrupt (IPI).

Finally, we propose a guest OS extension for vAMP to-

wards further improvement of interactive performance. Our

hypervisor-level scheme has an intrinsic problem where it

cannot manipulate OS scheduling policy in favor of vAMP.

A vAMP-oblivious OS scheduler could multiplex interactive

and background tasks on a single vCPU, which can thus be

frequently changed between fast and slow modes. The fre-

quent mode changes ineffectively increase the scheduling la-

tency of interactive workloads. To avoid such multiplexing,

our guest OS extension allows the OS scheduler to isolate

interactive tasks from background ones on separate vCPUs.

This extension is meant to be optionally installed in a guest

OS to assist our hypervisor extension with vAMP-friendly

isolation.

The proposed scheme was evaluated based on a KVM/SPICE

VDI environment 1. We chose application launch, Web

browsing, and video playback as representative interactive

workloads. For evaluation, we replayed a recorded interac-

tive session to an 8-vCPU VM that ran a CPU-bound mul-

tithreaded workload (freqmine in the PARSEC suite) while

another CPU-bound 8-vCPU VM was corunning. Our eval-

uation shows that the vAMP hypervisor extension alone

improves application launch time by up to 41% and Web

browsing time by up to 31% compared to vSMP, while

achieving further improvement by up to 70% and 41%

for launch and browsing time if assisted by our guest OS

extension. In addition, the vAMP significantly improves

video playback quality by reducing the frame drop rate from

28.1% to 1.5–2.2%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes background and related work on CPU

scheduling schemes for interactive performance. Section 3

introduces the design and implementation of our vAMP

1 http://www.spice-space.org

extensions for hypervisor and guest OS. In Section 4, we

present our measurement methodology and evaluation re-

sults. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work and presents

future direction.

2. Background and Related Work

This section describes existing proportional share (PS) based

scheduling mechanisms by which the hypervisor gives an

illusion of an SMP to each VM. We then argue why the

hypervisor scheduler should be enhanced for user-interactive

performance in consolidated desktops.

2.1 PS-based Schedulers for SMP VMs

PS-based CPU scheduling [10, 14, 36, 37] is a simple and

powerful scheme that provides performance isolation in

CPU resources to each schedulable entity. PS-based sched-

ulers guarantee available CPU bandwidth to be proportion-

ally allocated to schedulable entities on the basis of their

given shares. By doing so, fairness can be preserved between

independent entities (e.g., processes or vCPUs), which time-

share CPU resources. Since performance isolation is one of

primary objectives in the hypervisor [15, 31], most com-

modity hypervisors have adopted PS-based CPU scheduling

[9, 23, 34].

PS-based schedulers in hypervisors perform hierarchical

share distribution in order to support SMP VMs. Firstly,

each individual VM is given shares in proportion to its as-

signed weight. Inter-VM fairness is ensured in this level.

Then, the VM’s shares are redistributed to its own vCPUs.

In order to provide a virtual SMP (vSMP), per-VM shares

are equally distributed to each vCPU in the same VM. This

simple scheme, however, could reduce effective shares given

to active vCPUs in the case where per-VM shares are unnec-

essarily distributed to inactive (i.e., idle) vCPUs. To alleviate

such wastage of shares, most schedulers keep track of idle-

ness of vCPUs based on their recent CPU utilization. Once

a vCPU is regarded as an idle vCPU, it is excluded from

the target of share distribution, thereby increasing effective

shares for active vCPUs.

2.2 Why Hypervisor Support for Interactive

Performance?

In OS research communities, huge volume of work on

CPU scheduling has focused on interactive performance en-

hancement. Most proposals improved user responsiveness

by giving an interactive task higher priority or weight than

throughput-oriented ones [11, 14, 24, 25, 40]. Such schedul-

ing allows unfair CPU allotment between interactive and

background tasks, for the first class support for user ex-

perience. In order to distinguish user-involved tasks from

background ones, researchers have proposed various classi-

fication methods such as user-driven [24, 38], application-

directed [25], middleware-assisted [11], and OS-level [40]

schemes.
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As a virtualization layer has been introduced and become

prevalent as the most privileged layer in conventional soft-

ware stack, we should rethink the support of CPU scheduling

for interactive workloads hosted on consolidated systems. In

a virtualized environment, a hypervisor scheduler sits on the

bare-metal CPUs dictating how much and when to provide

hosted VMs with shared CPU resources. Since OS sched-

ulers work only on online vCPUs, which are scheduled by

the hypervisor, OS scheduling policy for interactive perfor-

mance could be invalidated if the hypervisor is oblivious

to user-interactive workloads hosted on vCPUs. Making the

hypervisor aware of user interaction is a challenging issue,

because only a small set of hardware interactions are visible

to the hypervisor.

3. Virtual Asymmetric Multiprocessor for

Interactive Performance

This section presents vAMP, which dynamically adjusts the

shares of vCPUs within a VM’s share budget depending on

workloads hosted on the vCPUs. As mentioned in the previ-

ous section, for high quality of user experience, vCPUs that

are involved in user interaction need to be given more shares

than others running background workloads. To differentiate

vCPUs dynamically, the hypervisor should be able to deter-

mine whether a vCPU is currently hosting user-interactive

workloads. In designing vAMP, we consider several chal-

lenges with regard to the different characteristics of the hy-

pervisor from OSes.

Firstly, a vCPU, a minimum schedulable entity in the hy-

pervisor, is a general container of various types of work-

loads. Since a thread can be migrated across vCPUs in a very

fine-grained manner by an OS scheduler, the characteristic

of a vCPU is dynamically changed at any given time. Sec-

ondly, available information for identifying workload char-

acteristics is restrictive at the hypervisor. A small set of hard-

ware accesses (e.g., I/O operations and privileged instruc-

tions [3]) can be unobtrusively monitored by the hypervisor,

whereas upper layers in a VM can access abundant informa-

tion to infer interactive workloads; this characteristic leads

to semantic gap [8]. Thirdly, performance isolation between

VMs limits the best-effort boosting of computing power re-

quired for interactive performance. Since VM-based consol-

idation environments typically have multi-tenant nature, fa-

voring a certain VM is not allowed to compromise the com-

puting power of other independent VMs [15, 31]. Finally, the

hypervisor and guest OSes make their own scheduling deci-

sions independently without considering the intent of each

other, letting the decision of one layer less effective.

Based on the issues, we have the following design goals

in mind:

1. A simple hypervisor extension aiding the hypervisor

scheduler: Our hypervisor extension can identify user-

involved vCPUs based on user I/O, per-task CPU loads,
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Figure 1. The cumulative distribution of time quanta ob-

served by the hypervisor for interactive and throughput-

oriented workloads.

and IPIs, all of which are unobtrusively monitored by the

hypervisor.

2. Asymmetric share distribution to sibling vCPUswithin

per-VM share budget: No share exchange is allowed be-

tween independent VMs for performance isolation, but

the shares of a VM are flexibly distributed to its sibling

vCPUs. Nonetheless, idle CPU cycles of dormant VMs,

which idle all vCPUs, can be used by other active VMs

in a work-conserving manner.

3. An optional guest OS extension for further enhance-

ment of interactive performance: A guest OS extension

can further improve interactive performance by prevent-

ing an OS scheduler from making ineffective decisions

against vAMP. Such an extension can optionally be in-

stalled in a guest OS if a user needs more enhanced inter-

active performance.

3.1 Which vCPUs Have More Computing Power?

The challenging part of vAMP is to identify user-interactive

workloads at the hypervisor. To cope with the issue, we

investigated some possible ways proposed in previous work.

3.1.1 Limitations on Alternatives

We first look into the I/O-bound task tracking, which is

previously proposed in [18, 19]. In this scheme, a task with

short time quanta in response to I/O events is regarded as

an I/O-bound task on the basis of the traditional heuristic of

distinguishing I/O-bound and CPU-bound tasks. Since task

execution time can be measured on address space switches

[16], which are visible to the hypervisor, this technique is

a viable solution for the hypervisor to identify interactive

tasks. However, modern interactive applications based on

GUI and multimedia are not always I/O-bound tasks with

short time quanta because of their nontrivial computation.

Conversely, as many throughput-oriented workloads such as

RMS (recognition, mining and synthesis) applications [6]

have been multithreaded, frequent synchronizations between

the threads in a throughput-oriented task can lead to short

time quanta.
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Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution of per-task

time quanta of various workloads: application launch and

video playback as interactive workloads and raytrace as a

throughput-oriented one. Per-task time quantum was mea-

sured at the hypervisor by monitoring address space switches

as with the I/O-bound task tracking [18]. We ran an 8-vCPU

VM on eight pCPUs. As shown in the figure, 10% time

quanta of the interactive workloads are longer than 1ms,

whereas the multithreaded raytrace has its 62% time quanta

shorter than 100 microseconds. Note that the single-threaded

raytrace is clearly distinguished from the interactive work-

loads by its sufficiently long time quanta (90% is longer

than 5ms). In the case of the multithreaded version, how-

ever, inter-thread synchronization significantly shortens the

time quantum by frequently blocking and waking up com-

municating threads. Based on the result, the I/O-bound task

tracking based on time quanta may not identify non-I/O-

bound interactive workloads.

The second alternative is user I/O-driven detection of

interactive tasks by tracking user I/O and inter-process com-

munications (IPCs) [40]. This work exploits the general

knowledge in which user-interactive tasks are scheduled be-

ing derived from user I/O such as keyboard, mouse, and

audio events. More importantly, multiple tasks are involved

in a single user interaction in most cases. For example, a

keyboard event is firstly delivered to an X server, which then

forwards it to a specific task with which a user directly in-

teracts. Although this technique is powerful in identifying a

group of tasks involved in a user interaction, it heavily relies

on OS-level structures and information for tracking various

types of IPCs, which are solely carried out by an OS and

inaccessible by the hypervisor.

3.1.2 Background Task Identification

Considering the strength and limitation of the previous work,

we propose background task identification based on user

I/O and per-task CPU loads. As opposed to existing ways

of tracking interactive tasks, the proposed scheme identifies

background tasks at the moment of a user I/O event and then

regards the non-background ones as potentially interactive

workloads. To this end, our scheme inspects recent CPU load

imposed by each task when a user I/O event occurs. If a task

has generated nontrivial CPU load within a certain period

prior to the user I/O event, it is tagged as a background task

that likely interferes with the following user interaction.

The rationales behind the proposed scheme are as fol-

lows: Firstly, a user I/O event typically initiates a user-

interactive workload, so-called an interactive episode, for

which corresponding tasks begin consuming CPU resources

[12, 13]. Secondly, background workloads literally mean the

CPU loads (or noises) being generated at the moment of

user interaction, which typically triggers a foreground job.

Finally, identifying background tasks enables a simple hy-

pervisor extension to unobtrusively monitor user I/O and

per-task CPU loads.
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Figure 2. The background task identification based on user

I/O and per-task CPU loads, and share adjustment during

an interactive episode. In this example, the total amount of

the VM’s shares is six and the weight ratio of slow and fast

vCPUs is 1:5.

In order to monitor per-task CPU loads, as with the I/O-

bound task tracking [18], our hypervisor extension measures

the time elapsed between two address space switches. In

x86 architecture, a CR3 update with a different value repre-

sents an address space switch; an update with the same value

is mainly used to invalidate translation lookaside buffer.

While trapping a CR3 update by the hypervisor is essential

for software-based memory virtualization, it is not manda-

tory and disabled by default in hardware-assisted one such

as Intel EPT (Extended Page Tables) [32] and AMD RVI

(Rapid Virtualization Indexing) [5]. Nonetheless, tracking

address space switches is still feasible simply by enabling

VMEXIT in the event of a CR3 update [19]. Although addi-

tional VMEXITs come at a cost of hypervisor intervention,

improvement achieved by vAMP (hundreds of milliseconds

to a few seconds shown in Section 4.3) outweighs VMEXIT

overhead of hundreds of CPU cycles [4] by many orders

of magnitude. Furthermore, CR3 trap can be selectively en-

abled when a VM is likely to take advantage of vAMP (e.g.,

while user interactions frequently take place with high back-

ground load). Such optimization can avoid the VMEXIT

overhead while interactive workloads are solely running.

The algorithm of background task identification is illus-

trated in Figure 2 and performs as follows. Per-task CPU

loads are maintained for each vCPU within a certain time

window, named pre-I/O period; task execution time is ac-

cumulated by sub-epoch in a round-robin manner. Once a

user I/O event occurs, per-task CPU loads are examined. If

a task has generated higher CPU load than background load

threshold (bgload thresh), it is tagged as a background

task. This threshold is used to consider only nontrivial loads

that likely disturb a following interactive workload. More

importantly, it helps filter daemon tasks (e.g., X server) that
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generate low CPU loads and possibly serve the invoked in-

teractive tasks. After tagging tasks, the algorithm starts an in-

teractive episode during which non-background tasks are as-

sumed to be potentially interactive workloads. The episode is

finished when another user input occurs or the episode lasts

for maximum interactive period (max int period), which

is long enough to generally cover a user-interactive period.

After the episode ends, background tasks return to normal

by removing their background tags.

When checking per-task loads, the algorithm also ac-

counts stolen time as a potential load. Stolen time is the time

taken to wait on a runqueue since a vCPU became runnable;

the CPU time, which would otherwise be consumed without

time-sharing, is stolen by another one during the wait-time.

For example, a 100% CPU-bound task shows only 20% CPU

load when running on a vCPU that contends with four CPU-

bound vCPUs. Since stolen time is measured per vCPU, it

should be accounted to existing tasks on a vCPU. In our al-

gorithm, per-vCPU stolen time is accounted to a task in pro-

portion to the amount of CPU time it has actually consumed

while running on a vCPU.

For user-interactive I/O detection, the hypervisor exten-

sion monitors keyboard and mouse events as user input, and

audio device accesses as user output by default. Most GUI-

based applications in virtual desktops are interacted with a

user via keyboard and mouse input devices. In addition, mul-

timedia applications such as a media player typically involve

audio output. Therefore, the default setting generally covers

user interactions with virtual desktops. Other types of user

I/O (e.g., user interaction via ssh) can also be monitored by

simply interposing I/O virtualization layer; a packet with a

well-known port number (e.g., 22 for ssh) can be inspected

at network virtualization layer.

Inspecting per-task CPU loads on every user I/O may ad-

versely affect the response time of a user event itself. For

example, fast keyboard typing can degrade user-perceived

responsiveness by repeatedly inspecting per-task loads on

every keyboard input. To reduce the overheads, specific

key codes are registered as a signal of when an interac-

tive episode begins. In our current prototype, the Enter key

is registered by default, since pressing it typically triggers

interactive loads such as application launch and Web brows-

ing. Regarding mouse inputs, the release event of a click is

regarded as a start signal. Finally, since an audio device is

intensively accessed for audio playback, it is heavyweight to

start a new interactive episode by inspecting per-task loads

on every audio output. To address this problem, once an au-

dio device access initiates an interactive episode, subsequent

accesses are ignored until the episode is finished.

3.1.3 Multimedia Task Identification

Although interactive CPU loads typically start to be gener-

ated in response to a user input, a user output may not be a

start signal of CPU loads for output-based interactive work-

loads, which generate audio/video output to interact with a
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Figure 3. Remote wake-up tracking for identifying sound

clients. In this example, TA and TB is a sound client and

server, respectively.

user. For example, a media player continuously generates

CPU load required for video decoding and rendering while

accessing audio/video devices. Hence, the media player task

could be misidentified as a background workload by our

scheme if its CPU load is higher than bgload thresh. In or-

der to prevent this misidentification, output-based multime-

dia tasks should be excluded from background ones.

A simple solution is to exclude audio-generating tasks

from background workloads, since multimedia applications

generally accompany audio output [40]. To this end, the hy-

pervisor can consider a task that is running when audio de-

vice is accessed as an audio-generating task. Since an audio

device, however, can also be accessed in audio interrupt han-

dler, which is asynchronously invoked, such an audio device

access cannot be associated with a currently running task.

As in [20], our scheme does not associate a currently run-

ning task with an audio device access in the interrupt han-

dler within which an audio interrupt vector bit is set in the

interrupt service register of a corresponding vCPU.

The simple method, however, cannot identify the multi-

media tasks that indirectly generate audio output through

server/client-based sound systems [27] where a user-level

sound server is in charge of all audio accesses requested

from other tasks. In most Linux OS distributions, pulseau-

dio 2 is a user-level sound server by default for the sake of

compatible and flexible sound service [27]. In this case, the

current solution can identify only the sound server as a multi-

media task, while missing actual audio-requesting tasks (i.e.,

sound clients). It is challenging to exactly identify a sound

client, since server-client communication is done by IPCs

without hypervisor intervention.

Our scheme is enhanced to identify sound clients as well

by introducing remote wake-up tracking, which is a statisti-

cal method based on IPIs between vCPUs. IPI is a signal-

ing mechanism used to send a message to a remote CPU

(vCPU in our case). In particular, reschedule IPI is used for

a vCPU to wake up a task on a remote vCPU and notify it of

2 www.pulseaudio.org
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the newly runnable task [21]. If a client sends a request to a

server via IPC, this communication could involve a resched-

ule IPI if the server is woken up on a remote vCPU. Since

the hypervisor is in charge of delivering IPIs between vC-

PUs, it can infer server-client communication by tracking

such IPI-driven remote wake-up. Although this scheme can-

not track local communication on the same vCPU, remote

wake-up more frequently happens than local wake-up in a

multiprocessor VM so that the communication can be cap-

tured statistically.

Figure 3 illustrates how the remote wake-up tracking

works in the case of a server/client-based sound system.

Each vCPU (Vi) maintains a source task (SVi), which holds a

currently running task (e.g., SV1
= TA) updated at each task

arrival (i.e., scheduling). If V1 sends V2 a reschedule IPI, the

hypervisor checks whether a task (TB) is woken up on V2

immediately within wake-up latency (WL) after the IPI be-

ing injected; we set WL to 20µs by profiling the time be-

tween reschedule IPI injection and its corresponding task

wake-up using a micro-benchmark. If so, V2 sets its remote

waker (RWV2
) to SV1

(= TA) based on the assumption that

TA and TB are the source and destination of the communica-

tion, respectively. At this point, SV2
is set to RWV2

in order

to maintain an initial source task of the communication in

the case of consecutive remote wake-ups across more than

two vCPUs. Such consecutive remote wake-ups can happen

if a sound server or client is multithreaded; pulseaudio is

multithreaded. Finally, if TB accesses an audio device dur-

ing this time slice on V2, the remote waker’s audio counter

(RWV2
.AC = TA.AC) is incremented. In this manner, TA and

TB are regarded as a sound client and server, respectively.

As illustrated in Figure 3, SVi is updated as None when

an external interrupt is injected to Vi (V1 in the figure). A

sound server can be remotely woken up by an audio interrupt

handler, which is invoked asynchronously regardless of any

task context. In this case, a task currently running on a vCPU

where the handler is invoked may not be a sound client.

Without this update, we observed that the audio counter of a

background task is often falsely incremented.

To consider recent audio activity, an audio counter is

moving-averaged at every interactive episode. In the case

where a multimedia application is generating audio output

without any user input, it is averaged at every max int period.

In addition, before calculating the average, the audio counter

of a task is divided by how many times the task is tagged as

background in order to curtail the false increment of back-

ground tasks. To this end, background confidence is incre-

mented when it is tagged as a background task and is decre-

mented otherwise; the maximum background confidence is

10 by default.

Using this tracking, the hypervisor can statistically fil-

ter sound clients out of background tasks on the basis of

their audio counters. If a task is a sound client that contin-

uously sends requests to a sound server, it could have rela-

tively larger audio counter than others. This property enables

a threshold-based classification. In our prototype, we use a

simple policy that filters a dominant sound client with the

highest audio counter. This simple policy is reasonable in

practice, since it is uncommon to simultaneously run multi-

ple sound clients.

3.2 Asymmetric Share Distribution

After identifying background tasks excluding multimedia

ones, a VM’s shares start to be asymmetrically distributed to

active vCPUs during an interactive episode. Since a vCPU

can host either a background or non-background task at any

given time, per-vCPU shares are dynamically adjusted dur-

ing the period. To this end, as shown in Figure 2, every time

a background task arrives at a vCPU during an interactive

episode, the vAMP hypervisor extension gives the scheduler

a command to throttle the weight of the vCPU to which rela-

tively smaller shares are distributed. Conversely, once a non-

background task is switched back, the weight is restored. By

doing so, the vCPUs that host potentially interactive tasks

(i.e., non-background tasks) have more computing power as

fast vCPUs to improve interactive performance.

Although the asymmetric share distribution is effective

for improving interactive performance, there is an intrinsic

limitation arising from manipulating only a single schedul-

ing layer (i.e., the hypervisor scheduler). With the hypervi-

sor extension alone, guest OS schedulers are agnostic about

the presence of underlying vAMP. Commodity OSes typi-

cally assume their online CPUs to have identical comput-

ing power. As real AMP has drawn attention as an energy-

efficient architecture, several efforts have been done to make

OS schedulers aware of performance-asymmetric comput-

ing cores [29]. They have focused on, however, which work-

loads are beneficially scheduled on fast cores that are stati-

cally wired in architecture. Moreover, most proposals aimed

at high throughput per watt for throughput-oriented work-

loads without considering interactive workloads.

An OS scheduler can make an ineffective decision with-

out the knowledge of vAMP. A vAMP-oblivious OS sched-

uler may schedule an interactive task on a slow vCPU, which

has smaller shares. In PS-based schedulers, a vCPU with

smaller shares suffers higher scheduling latency while wait-

ing its turn until those with larger shares exhaust their time

slices. Therefore, the scheduling latency of the interactive

task is increased when it is multiplexed with a background

task on the same vCPU. Furthermore, an interactive task is

frequently scheduled on a slow vCPU when a background

workload tries to occupy all available vCPUs. Such work-

load mix is common in a multiprocessor VM, since many

throughput-oriented applications are parallelized and com-

monly run with the configuration to use all available cores

for high throughput.

In order to prevent the ineffective multiplexing from off-

setting the benefit of vAMP, the weight ratio between slow

and fast vCPUs should be carefully chosen. Since the hyper-
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visor is unaware of where a guest OS will schedule its task,

it is challenging to completely avoid the adverse effect of

the multiplexing. Instead, a conservative setting for the ratio

can reduce the extent of adverse effect while achieving high

interactive performance. From the evaluations in Section 4,

vAMP shows large and stable improvement with conserva-

tive weight ratio (e.g., 1:3).

3.3 Guest OS Extension for vAMP

To eliminate the intrinsic limitation of the hypervisor-only

scheme, a guest OS can be enlightened about vAMP. We pro-

pose a lightweight OS extension by which vAMP becomes

more effective. The design goals of the guest OS extension

are as follows. Firstly, the OS extension is not mandatory

for vAMP so that it can be optionally installed in an OS for

further improvement of interactive performance. With this

goal, main decisions for vAMP are still made by the hyper-

visor while the OS extension plays a role of reducing ad-

verse effect of OS scheduling. Since the adverse effects stem

from multiplexing interactive and background workloads on

a vCPU, its primary role is to isolate interactive tasks from

background ones on separate vCPUs during an interactive

episode. Secondly, kernel changes are kept as small as possi-

ble for low maintenance cost. To this end, the primary func-

tionalities of the extension are performed in user space, to

which the kernel exports necessary information. Most OSes

commonly provide user land with a knob to place a task on

a specific set of CPUs (e.g., cpuset [23] and sched setaffinity

in Linux, and SetThreadAffinityMask in Windows).

Keeping the design goals in mind, we implemented

a Linux extension for vAMP. To isolate non-background

workloads from background ones, the kernel exposes the list

of background tasks identified by the hypervisor extension

to user space via procfs. The kernel obtains the information

from the structure shared with the hypervisor. This small

addition requires a few lines of source codes in the ker-

nel. A user space extension, named vamp-daemon, refers

to the exposed list of background tasks and carries out the

isolation between background and non-background tasks.

The vamp-daemon performs by responding to user I/O in an

event-driven fashion. To this end, it listens the Linux input

interface (i.e., /dev/input/eventN) for user inputs, while

communicating with a sound server (pulseaudio in our case)

via IPC for audio output; pacmd, which is a helper tool for

pulseaudio, was used to inspect audio output generation. Fi-

nally, the vamp-daemon performs isolation by using cpuset

[23], which provides a filesystem-based interface for user

space to manipulate CPU affinity of a group of tasks.

In addition to the task placement, interrupts from I/O de-

vices that can serve interactive workloads are isolated to fast

vCPUs where non-background tasks are placed. Since inter-

active workloads can involve disk or network I/O operations

during an interactive episode, delivering an interrupt from

such an I/O device to a slow vCPU could increase the latency

of interrupt delivery. To solve this problem, interrupts from

I/O devices that are involved in user interaction are isolated

to fast vCPUs. In the Linux extension, it can be simply done

by vamp-daemon via /proc/irq/number/smp affinity.

The guest OS extension has an isolation policy of how

vCPUs are partitioned (i.e., how many vCPUs are dedicated

to interactive tasks). Interactive workloads typically require

a small number of vCPUs, since they have low thread-level

parallelism in general [7, 13]. Based on this characteristic,

one or two vCPUs are enough to be initially dedicated to

interactive tasks, while remaining vCPUs run background

ones. In the case of audio output, the number of vCPUs for

interactive tasks is set at least two in order for the hyper-

visor to track remote wake-up between a sound server and

client. Interactive workloads may need more vCPUs as their

given vCPUs become saturated involving in multiple tasks

and threads. To address such demand, the vamp-daemon pe-

riodically monitors the CPU utilization of the vCPUs that

host interactive workloads, so that it provisions an additional

vCPU when they are fully utilized. This periodic monitoring

also detects the end of an interactive episode at which all

tasks become normal and therefore isolation is revoked. In

our current vamp-daemon, an initial number of vCPUs for

interactive tasks and a monitoring interval are given as con-

figurable parameters.

One possible opportunity is that the guest OS extension

performs workload identification and forwards the result of

it to the hypervisor. Since a guest OS can access much more

information about workloads than hypervisor, the guest-side

workload identification could more precisely guide vAMP

to boost interactive performance. In this case, only the sub-

strate that adjusts vCPU shares is implemented in the hyper-

visor while any policy to use the substrate is implemented

in guest OSes. As a simple method, task priority can be pro-

vided to hypervisor as a hint [17]. This type of separation

could enhance accuracy and modularity while eliminating

the overheads for hypervisor-level task tracking, but requires

the guest OS extension to be mandatory, not optional. In this

work, we aim to have vAMP not rely on guest OS exten-

sion, but benefit from it if any. We will explore guest-side

workload identification for vAMP in the future work.

4. Evaluation

The vAMP hypervisor extension was implemented based on

the KVM, a Linux module for virtualization, in Linux kernel

3.0.0. In the KVM-based virtualization, I/O requests from

guest OSes are handled by a QEMU (version 1.0) running in

the host Linux. Once QEMU handles a predefined user I/O

event, it notifies the vAMP hypervisor extension, which then

initiates an interactive episode. The extension adjusts vCPU

weight interacting with Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS),

which is the default PS-based scheduler in Linux. KVM uses

CFS group scheduling [23], which allows multiple threads

to share per-group (per-VM) shares; all threads of vCPUs

and QEMU in the same VM are grouped in the VM’s share
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budget. We set per-VM shares to the default shares (1024)

multiplied by the number of pCPUs.

The prototype was installed on Dell PowerEdge R410,

equipped with a quad-core Intel Xeon X5550 2.67GHz pro-

cessor and 8GB RAM. In this setting, eight pCPUs are

available with hyperthreading enabled. We used Ubuntu

11.04 with Linux kernel 3.0.0 as a guest OS and gave each

VM eight vCPUs and 3.5GB memory. A remote desktop

client ran on a separate machine (identical hardware with

the server) connected through a 1Gbps Ethernet switch.

4.1 Measurement Methodology

A KVM-based desktop environment is effectively built by

means of SPICE, a remote desktop solution optimized to

access virtualized hardware. A SPICE server handles user

I/O requests from remote SPICE clients by interacting with

QEMU. Since consolidated virtual desktops are remotely

accessed by end-users in general, we evaluated interactive

performance at a client side.

To measure interactive performance, user-perceived re-

sponse time should be properly quantified. Previous work

used snapshot-based record/replay for robust replay of user-

recorded interactive sessions [28, 39]. In the case where sys-

tem loads (or computing power) may be different between

the times of record and replay, snapshot can be used as a

user-perceived (or synchronization) point to avoid unsyn-

chronized replay. We implemented such measurement func-

tionality in a SPICE client. As with DeskBench [28], at ev-

ery interaction to be evaluated, a user can explicitly mark

the completion of perception (by inserting a special key), at

which a snapshot is recorded. During an evaluation, recorded

user inputs are replayed by synchronizing the their corre-

sponding snapshots; similar to fuzzy matching [28], small

snapshot differences are allowed to continue a replay for re-

ducing replay failure due to unexpected screen update.

We evaluated a multimedia workload using the VLC

open-source media player. In a video playback workload, the

performance metric is displayed frames per second (FPS).

Since a media player drops frames when it cannot meet the

defined rate of a video, FPS is used to evaluate how well

a CPU scheduler satisfies the computing demand for video

playback. We measured FPS at the server side in order to

evaluate the CPU scheduling impact, because client-side

performance of video playback highly depends on remote

desktop protocols. Protocol supports of graphical operation

offloading affects the performance of client-side video qual-

ity.

The evaluation of interactive performance was done in

a consolidated environment where VMs are competing for

available pCPUs. Since evaluated workloads have differ-

ent completion times from each other, we fully overlapped

each workload by repeated executions and considered only

the overlapped runs for averaged results. Each throughput-

oriented workload was repeatedly run at least five times (ten

Parameter Role Default

Pre-I/O period Background task identification 1024msec

bgload thresh Background task identification 50%

max int period Duration of an interactive episode 5sec

Table 1. The vAMP parameters, their roles, and default

values used in the evaluations.

times in the case of the Web browsing evaluation), while an

interactive session made progress.

4.2 Parameters

Table 1 summarizes the parameters, their roles, and default

values for the vAMP hypervisor extension. The pre-I/O

period and bgload thresh are used to identify background

tasks. The main role of bgload thresh is to prevent a dae-

mon task that is supposed to service interactive workloads

from being misidentified as a background task. Since such

daemons typically have low CPU utilization in the common

case while handling requests in an event-driven manner, the

threshold can be empirically set to a value higher than the

maximum achievable CPU utilization of well-known dae-

mon tasks. One thing to consider is a display service dae-

mon such as an X server, since display can service both

background and non-background ones [11, 40]. We deter-

mined the default value of bgload thresh considering the

highest CPU utilization of the display daemon; in our case,

an X server showed less than 50% CPU utilization during

the high rate of display service from video playback.

Our asymmetric share distribution is not sensitive to

max int period as long as it sufficiently covers a general in-

teractive episode. If an interactive workload is prematurely

finished and thus background tasks solely run until the end of

an interactive episode, all vCPUs have eventually the equal

shares. Although previous research suggested that two sec-

onds are reasonable as an interactive period [26, 30, 40],

we used five seconds by default considering that modern in-

teractive applications show relatively longer response time

such as application launch.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the weight ratio of slow

and fast vCPUs can affect the interactive performance. A

higher ratio can improve interactive performance if inter-

active tasks are scheduled on fast vCPUs, whereas it may

degrade the performance otherwise. The Linux CFS sched-

uler associates pre-set shares with each nice value [22], with

which vAMP adjusts weight. We used three configurations

for the weight ratio: low (L), medium (M), and high (H) ratios,

which approximately match 1:3, 1:9, and 1:18, respectively.

With these configurations, we show the performance impact

by different weight ratios.

4.3 Application Launch

Application launch is a representative interactive workload

where desktop users desire low response time. Many GUI-

based applications require considerable CPU bandwidth for

initialization during launch period. We used LibreOffice Im-
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Figure 4. Application launch time and the execution time

of background workloads mixed with launched applications

(error bars represent standard deviations and the value over

a box is the elapsed time in each baseline case).

press, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, and GNU Image

Manipulation Program (GIMP) for the evaluation. Each

application was repeatedly launched and closed at a user-

perceived point. We inserted one-second interval between

close and relaunch during replay. We used freqmine, a multi-

threaded data mining application in the PARSEC benchmark

suite [6], as a background workload; this type of application

(e.g., data mining, data analysis, simulation, encoding) rep-

resents the workloads of knowledge workers [33]. Among

PARSEC applications, freqmine is one of CPU-bound ap-

plications with a little communication while fully utilizing

all vCPUs. We ran freqmine with eight threads each in two

8-vCPU VMs while repeated application launch was per-

formed in one of the VMs. For comparison, we used the

default CFS scheduler (vSMP) as the baseline.

Figure 4(a) shows the average launch time of each in-

teractive application. Ext stands for our guest OS exten-

sion, in which one vCPU is initially assigned for interac-

tive tasks and, if fully utilized, is increased at every one

second. As shown in the figure, the vAMP hypervisor ex-

tension alone improves the average launch time by up to

41%, while achieving further improvement by up to 70%

if assisted by the guest OS extension. One important thing

to note is that higher weight ratio shows less improvement

without the guest OS extension. In addition, the applications

that show such adverse effect by higher weight ratio (Im-

press, Firefox, and Chrome) show significant performance

improvement in the case where the guest OS extension as-

sists vAMP. On the other hand, GIMP shows larger improve-

ment by about 40% even without the guest OS extension,

which has a little impact in this case.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the vAMP hypervisor ex-

tension alone may have negative effect when an OS sched-

uler multiplexes interactive and background tasks on a sin-

gle vCPU. Since higher weight ratio leads to larger schedul-

ing delay of a slow vCPU, the negative effect could off-

set the benefit of vAMP if such multiplexing frequently

happens. In order to show the multiplexing behavior of a

vAMP-oblivious OS scheduler, we obtained the schedul-

ing traces of Chrome and GIMP launches. Figure 5 shows

the scheduling traces where gray and black colors represent

background and non-background tasks, respectively. In the

figure, Chrome shows frequent multiplexing of background

and non-background tasks, whereas GIMP shows that differ-

ent types of tasks are mostly isolated on separate vCPUs for

its launch time.

These behaviors come from the different characteristics

of the applications. Chrome involves many threads in a fine-

grained manner during launch so that the threads spread

over multiple vCPUs with communicating with each other.

By this characteristic, ineffective multiplexing with back-

ground tasks frequently happens. In GIMP, on the other

side, one thread is dominantly compute-intensive conduct-

ing most of the jobs for launch, while the others perform

small computation. Hence, the compute-intensive thread oc-

cupies one vCPU for most of its launch time, thereby leading

to spontaneous isolation from background tasks (except for

the last 500ms). Such isolation results in large performance

improvement even without the guest OS extension.

We also measured how much the performance of a back-

ground workload is degraded by throttling the shares of its

hosting vCPU (i.e., slow vCPU). Figure 4(b) shows the av-

erage execution time of freqmine mixed with each launched

application. Note that the performance degradation of back-

ground workloads depends on how intensively an interac-

tive application requires computation. As mentioned earlier,

we used a 1-second interval between close and relaunch to

simulate highly interactive workloads. As shown in the fig-

ure, the performance of freqmine is degraded by 3–20%.

The higher weight ratio is used, the more degradation is ob-

served due to the smaller shares of slow vCPUs. With the

same weight ratio, the guest OS extension more degrades

the performance of freqmine by preventing it from using the

vCPU that is dedicated to interactive tasks during an inter-

active episode. The degradation of background workloads is

reasonable considering the highly interactive workloads and

their significant improvement by up to 70%.

Finally, we evaluated the impact of I/O interrupt isola-

tion, which forwards an I/O interrupt to a fast vCPU during
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(a) Chrome

(b) GIMP

Figure 5. Scheduling traces during launch for Chrome and GIMP; gray and black colors represent the execution of a

background task (freqmine) and a non-background task, respectively. No color means that a vCPU is not scheduled on a

pCPU due to the time-sharing with another VM, which runs freqmine.
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Figure 6. The normalized launch time of Chrome for vAMP

with the guest OS extension. IntPin represents the interrupt

isolation scheme in the guest OS extension.

an interactive episode. We chose Chrome for this evalua-

tion, since it involves synchronous file writes during launch.

The synchronous file write requires disk I/O even for warm

launch, in which file reads are served from disk cache with-

out I/O. Figure 6 shows the normalized launch time of

Chrome for vAMP with our guest OS extension; IntPin

means the I/O interrupt isolation (pinning). As shown in the

figure, without the interrupt isolation, higher weight ratio

worsens the launch performance, since the interrupt delivery

of synchronous file writes can be delayed if a disk interrupt

is pending to a slow vCPU. The isolation of disk interrupts

resolves this problem by ensuring that the interrupts are de-

livered to fast vCPUs, which are scheduled with shorter la-

tency.

4.4 Web Browsing

Web browsing has been a prevalent interactive workload as

desktop users usually have their jobs done by using Web and

cloud services. Web browsing is computationally intensive

during an interactive period especially for rendering a Web

page with complex structures and images. For evaluation, we

used the contents of Web sites in bbench and placed them in

a VM local disk in order to preclude the effects of network

I/O. An interactive session of Web browsing consecutively

visits ten Web sites: Amazon, BBC, CNN, Craigslist, eBay,

ESPN, Google, MSN, Slashdot, and Twitter. 3 We used Fire-

fox as a web browser and inserted three-second interval be-

tween visits.

Figure 7 shows the normalized response time of brows-

ing each Web site in the same consolidation scenario as the

evaluation of application launch. For the average, the vAMP

hypervisor extension improves the browsing time by up to

31% while achieving the further improvement by up to 41%

if assisted by the guest OS extension. As with the result of

application launch, higher weight ratio without the guest OS

extension shows less performance. In the case of Amazon

and Google pages, the baseline outperforms vAMP(H) that

is not assisted by the guest OS extension. This result im-

plies that negative effect of multiplexing outweighs the ben-

efit of vAMP. Considering the results of application launch

and Web browsing, vAMP with conservative weight ratio,

vAMP(L), achieves stable and noticeable performance im-

provement both for the hypervisor and guest OS extensions.

4.5 Media Player

As an output-based interactive workload, we evaluated a

video playback application by using the VLC media player.

For a video playback workload, the requirement of CPU

bandwidth relies on video contents. For highly compute-

intensive video playback, we chose a high definition video

clip with 1920x800 resolution, The Simpsons Movie Official

Trailer HD; its running time and FPS are 137 seconds and

23.976 FPS. Since it shows higher CPU utilization than

bgload thresh (50%), it can be misidentified as background

workloads without the multimedia workload identification.

Regarding audio playback, the VLC media player requests

pulseaudio to generate the audio output of the video clip.

Figure 8 shows the video playback quality (FPS) in the

same consolidation scenario as the evaluation of application

launch. Mult means our multimedia identification scheme,

and percentage over each bar represents a drop rate (=

dropped frames × 100 / total frames). In the baseline case,

3 YouTube was excluded for robust replaying, since it automatically plays a

video when visited.
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Figure 9. Audio counters during video playback

vSMP significantly degrades video quality with 28.1% drop

rate. Without the multimedia identification scheme, vAMP

also shows similar degradation by classifying the CPU-

intensive VLC as a background task. Once the multimedia

identification filters VLC out of background workloads, the

video playback quality is improved. Without the guest OS

extension, as with the other evaluations, higher weight ratio

shows less improvement due to the negative effect of multi-

plexing of video playback and background tasks on a single

vCPU. The guest OS extension remedies the problem by

achieving much better quality with only 1.5–2.2% drop rate.

To figure out how well VLC is filtered out of background

workloads, Figure 9(a) shows the moving-averaged audio

counter as time progresses. In the figure, VLC has always

much higher audio counter than freqmine so that it can be

identified as a dominant sound client. We also ran VLC

with facesim, which intensively generates reschedule IPIs

for the repeated wake-up of worker threads, to disturb our

remote wake-up tracking. In Figure 9(b), VLC also shows

higher audio counter than facesim, which increases its audio

counter only up to ten. As a result, our remote wake-up

tracking effectively filters the multimedia workloads that

indirectly generate audio output through server/client sound

systems.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of

vAMP for improving user-interactive performance of con-

solidated desktops. For differentiating the computing power

of vCPUs, we devised a simple and effective scheme for

identifying background workloads at the hypervisor layer.

One important finding is that manipulating only the hypervi-

sor scheduler for interactive performance limits the improve-

ment due to the negative effect of multiplexing of interactive

and background tasks on a single vCPU. To address this

limitation, the lightweight guest OS extension prevents such

ineffective multiplexing, thereby achieving significant im-

provement of interactive performance. With the hypervisor

and guest OS extensions for vAMP, the consolidated desk-

tops enable high quality of user experience while compute-

intensive jobs are concurrently running with interactive

workloads. We plan to investigate collaborative scheduling

between the hypervisor and guest OSes for vAMP. In addi-

tion, we are exploring the applicability of vAMP for various

workloads other than interactive applications.
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